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Tomita’s theory of modular Hilbert algebras is applied to prove the duality 
theorem for local von Neumann algebras in a free field theory. 
The algebraic relation between a von Neumann algebra R and its 
cornmutant R’ has found its deepest analysis in Tomita’s theory of 
modular Hilbert algebras, which has been elaborated and applied 
to many interesting problems by Takesaki [I 11. In [4] Dixmier has 
given a short and very clear summary of the theory. 
In this paper we give a further application of Tomita’s theory: 
we use it to prove the duality theorem for local algebras in a quantum 
theory of free Bose fields. In axiomatic field theory one associates 
with every region 0 in spacetime a von Neumann algebra R(0). Let 
0’ be the causal complement of 0. Then duality means that the com- 
mutant R(0)’ of R(0) is equal to R(0’). 
By 1964 Araki [I] had already shown that duality for the free Bose 
field holds. Subsequently other proofs have been given in references 
[3] and [lo]. 
The purpose of this paper is to give more insight into the mechanism 
of Tomita’s theory and to show that for the particular example we are 
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looking at, all relevant quantities of this theory can be computed 
explicitly. 
We first give a short review of the Fock space formalism of Cook [2]. 
Let X be a real Hilbert space and set 
cgfo) x R 
and 
,.) = (0 T 1L q ) s 
the symmetrized n-fold tensor product of X’. Then we define 
and the Fock space 9 is the complexification 9 = Fr + iFr of 
& . Also we write Scn) for Tinn, + iFin). Given f E 37 we define the 
creation operator a*(f) on 9 with u*( f ): *F(n) -+ F(n+l) by 
a*(f) yn = (n + 1Y vm(f 0 yn) (1) 
for lu, E Scn), and sym means symmetrization. The adjoint of a*( f ) 
is denoted by u( f ). On S0 = (Jco +s @fzO 9(n) the operators a( f ) 
and u*(g) obey the canonical commutation relations. Define for g, 
f E .X the operators 
1 
YOU) = z/z (a*(f) + 4f)h 
To(g) = 3 vld - 4d)* 
Then v,,( f ) and n,(g) have all of %,, as analytic vectors, and are 
essentially selfadjoint on this domain. Their closures, denoted by 
y( f ) and n(g) respectively, satisfy on gn, 
b(f), 4g)l = 4.L g), 
ba-1, df’)I = km 4g’)l = 0. 
By a theorem of Nelson [9], we are allowed to write for any core B of 
analytic vectors 
p(f)@ = f bidf))‘” @ for @EE, 
n=o n!’ 
and similarly for p’( f ) re pl aced by T(g). We denote the element 1 in 
S-Co) by Q (the Fock vacuum). 
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Note that by (1) and (2) we may identify 
Ip( = (l/VqfEF;l), in( = (1/2/2)g E SF;i), 
forf,gEY. 
(3) 
We now define the von Neumann algebras R(Xi , Xs). Let X1 and 
X2 be closed subspaces of X and denote by X11 and Xsl their 
orthogonal complement in X, respectively. We shall always assume 
that any two of the spaces Xi, Xa , Xii, and X21 have zero inter- 
section. Then we define R(Xi , Xa) to be the von Neumann algebra 
generated by 
{e f%@(o), f E x1 ) g E .x,1. 
The following properties of R(Xi , Yi) are well known (see e.g. [I]). 
LEMMA 1. Under the above assumptions the set of vectors 
R(.X, , .Y..)s2 is dense in F(Reeh-Schlieder theorem). Furthermore 
qx:, x;, c R(Sl , X2,’ (locality). 
The vector Q is thus cyclic and separating for R(XI , X,). 
The theorem we want to prove is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Under the above assumptions 
q&f, St> = w-q 3 3) (duality). 
Remark. In [l], Araki considers the more general situation where 
the zero intersection property for Xi, Xa , Xii, and Xsl does not 
necessarily hold. He shows that by a simple analysis one can reduce the 
problem to the special case considered in this paper. It is easy to see 
that the local algebras R(0) usually considered by physicists are of the 
form R(XI , .%a), and the zero intersection property holds (see [l]). 
As we want to use Tomita’s theory to prove Theorem 2, we 
recapitulate those parts of it which enter the proof explicitly. How- 
ever, we assume the reader is familiar with Takesaki’s lecture notes 
[ill* 
THEOREM 3 (part of Theorem 12.1 in [ll]). Let R be a von 
Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space 9, admitting a cyclic and 
separating vector Sz in F. Then there exists an isometric antilinear 
involution J in F such that 
JR] = R’ and JR’J = R. 
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In order to construct the operator J one first shows that RQ = 
{AQ, A E R) is an achieved generalized Hilbert algebra. For A E R 
put @(A) = AQ. D e fi ne a product and an involution in RSZ F-:: ?I by 
@(A)@(B) == @(AB), A,BER 
@(A)* = @(A*), AtR. 
5% is a generalized Hilbert algebra by Theorem 12. I in [ 1 I]. Using 
Takesaki’s notation we have n(%“) C Z(‘$I) : R = ~(‘21) C n-(W). 
Thus n(‘%“) = T@) or 91” = (21, which proves that ‘% = RQ is 
achieved (definition 5.1 in [Ill). A ccording to Tomita’s fundamental 
theorem (Theorem 10.1 in [I I]) th ere is an isometric involution J 
such that Jd;“(‘%)J = 9(a)’ or JR J = R’. Its explicit construction is 
given in [I 1, Section 71: Denote by S the closure of the involution 
@(A) -+ @(A)#, A E R. The domain of S, which is a dense subset of 
g, is called 9. With the inner product 
9 becomes a Hilbert space which we will denote by Q,l+. Let I be 
the natural injection of atI+ into 9. Then [I 1, p. 311 there exists 
a bounded positive operator H on ,%,(* such that 
for @, YE %?&#, (4) 
and H = I*I. Let I = VHll* = K112V be the polar decomposition of 
I, where K = II* is a bounded positive operator in 9 and V is 
an isometry from giilZG onto 9. Then [II, p. 331 
J = VI/I-~SIV* 
= (K-1/21)1-lLs~(I-lK1/2) (5) 
is the isometric involution of Theorem 3. (Note that in [I I] the 
operator I is sometimes omitted). 
To prove duality (Theorem 2) we shall subsequently compute the 
operators S, K, V, and J associated with the von Neumann algebra 
R(Xl , XJ and the vector Sz, which is cyclic and separating for 
R(Xi , XJ. Then we use Theorem 3, which says that 
R(Xl , cf,)’ = JR(% 9 %)J- 
It will turn out that there is an isometric involution j on .X (1 is the 
restriction of J to the real one particle subspace $il) = X’ of g) 
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such that jXr = Xai, j-X, = -X,1 and for any f E -X, , g E 3; we 
find 
p(f)/ = ,im(.m, 
pd”‘J = ,i7&)~ 
This obviously suffices to prove that R(Xr , XJ’ = R(Xsl, XII), 
which is Theorem 2. 
We start our computations by deriving a suitable formula for 
K -= IHI-I. Define the “linear version” S,, of the antilinear operator 
S as the linear extension of S r 9 n 9r (the restriction of S to the 
real part of its domain) to 9”. Obviously S, is closed and 
(SY, sq = (So@, S(y) for @, YE 9. 
Using S, instead of S we can rewrite the defining Eq. (4) for H as 
(HY, q# = (IHY, I@) + (ST@, SIHY) 
= (IHY, I@) -t (S”IHY, SoI@) 
= (IY, Idi). 
Comparing the last two lines we conclude that 
IHI- = K = (1 + s,,*s,)y, (7) 
(see e.g. [7, p. 12451). Th is is the desired expression for K. Note that K 
is a bounded linear operator; thus it is sufficient to compute it on 
vectors in %r . 
We continue by exhibiting a structure which is typical for the Fock 
representation. 
LEMMA 4. Let EC”) be the projection onto Fck), k = 0, 1 ,... Then 
SE”10 3 L;‘k’s. (8) 
The restriction 59) of S to Eck)9# is a densely de$ned closed operator 
in .Fk) with domain E(k)$B* = 9# n .Fk). It leaves 9# n Fik’ 
invariant. The bounded operators K, V and J commute with Eck:) and 
leave .Fjk) invariant. 
Proof. As we need Lemma 4 only for k = 0, 1 we restrict our 
proof to these two cases. The proof for general k is similar. By 
definition of S, SQ = Sz; thus for k = 0, Eq. (8) is trivial. 
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Let R, be the *-algebra generated by 
($(mw-n(d~ 
,feq ,gEXz). 
Then Ri = R(Xr , X,) and R,Q is dense in R(Xl , &.)sZ. Namely for 
A E R(Xl , Xa) there is a sequence A, , n = I, 2,..., of operators in R, 
such that A = w - lirnn+= A and A* = w - lim,,, A,*. Thus 
@(A) = A!2 = lirnnim @(A,) a”nd @(A)# = limn+m @(A,)#, which is 
equivalent to @(A) = # - limrL3= @(A,). This implies that R,SZ is 
also dense as a subset of B,$+. Let 
(#j _ eiMfM8HQ > 
for some f E CX, , g E %a. Then 
(9) 
E’W = ic(lp(f) + ?T(g))Q 
= c p$ ppmff)+n(s)) _ l)Q 
+ 
where c = exp(-& 11 f - ;g 112), but also 
SE'l'~ = c lim SX-l(eni(m(f)+n(s)) 
A+0 
- I)52 
(‘0) 
= W'S@. (11) 
Thus ZP@ is in GP, the domain of S, and as all vectors in RJ2 are 
finite linear combinations of vectors of the form (9), we conclude that 
E’1’RJ2 C TP. 
Equation (11) shows that 
E(l)SA,Q = SE(l’AJ2, for all A E R, . (12) 
Now let CD be an arbitrary vector in b 0 #. Then there exists a sequence 
A, E R, , n = 1, 2..., such that 
Hence 
CD = # - lj+% A,,$, i.e., 
@ = hi A&’ and S@ = lim SA,.Q. 
n-tm 
lj+z E’1’AJ2 = EWD, 
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and 
,WSQ, = lim E(l)SA,Q 
n-m 
= lim SE’l)A Sz 1E ) nP+m using Eq. (12), 
z SE(l)@. as S is closed. 
Thus SP) 1 IPS, which is (8) for k = 1. The above computations 
also show that 
E'l'cJ+J = C&W n $Z-Cl,. 
The operator S (l) is certainly closed. To show that its domain ZP$P- 
is dense in F(l) it suffices to prove that IPR,SZ(C IP$P) is dense. 
We note that 
E’l’ROQ = {(dfl) + +(fz) + 4gl) + ‘4g2)P> fi ’ xl 9 gi CT x2> 
= -$ (f, + if, - igl I +&~Ji~~I&~XZ~ 
= complexification of (XI + X2). (13) 
The first line of Eq. (13) holds because any vector in R&J is a finite 
linear combination (with complex coefficients) of vectors of the form 
(9) and because of Eq. (10). Th e second line follows from Eq. (3). By 
assumption X,L n XzL = (0); thus X, + X, is dense in I’ and 
E(l)R& is dense in the complexification of X, which is F(l). 
Now take @ E E(1)R,J2, 
Then 
1 
s(l)@ = s Vi7 h-l[--i($i(m(fl)+n(gl)) _ 1) + (eAi(dfz)+dge)) _ 1p 
= 9% X-l[i(e”i(m(f’)+n(BL)) _ 1) + (e-AiMf2)+“(92)) _ l)]Q 
= (dfl) - MfJ + 4g,) - ASP 
= $2 (fi - $2 - k, - ‘ia (15) 
Thus S(l) leaves z%# n 9:‘) = cXI + ,X, invariant. The last part of 
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Lemma4 follows easily from the simple relations involving 5’ and 
#-scalar products which define K, V, and J. This concludes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 4 shows that E(l)R,,Q = Xl + -X, 
is a core for S’(l). In fact one can show that Xi + %a is equal to S(P). 
In view of Lemma 4 it is possible and as we will see later also 
sufficient to construct the restrictions K, I’, and f of K, V, and J to 
the real one particle space FJ1’ only. The restriction 3 of S to 9:‘) is 
identical with the restriction of S, to A r ru). We use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let Xi and X2 be closed subspaces of a Hilbert space X 
such that any two of & , Jr , X11, and X2J- have only the zero vector in 
common (i.e., Zl and X2 are in a “generic position”). Then there exists 
a Hilbert space XI* and there exists a positive contraction T on X* with 
ker T = ker(1 - T) = 0, such that the pair (Xl , T2} is unitariZy 
equivalent to the pair [graph T, graph (- T)). 
Remark. There is a large literature on pairs of subspaces of a 
Hilbert space, but the basic reference is J. Dixmier’s thesis [5] and a 
paper related to it [6]. 0 ur Lemma 5 is quoted from a paper by 
Halmos [8], where a proof is given. 
Lemma 5 makes the computation of Z?, P, and j simple. We may 
identify the space X with a direct sum X* @ X* . Using vector 
notation, i.e., (0”) E ,X* @ 0, (/9) E 0 @ ,%C* for h E SK,+ we conclude 
from Lemma 5 that 
Using Eqs. (14) and (15) we get 
or equivalently 
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which allows us to write 9 as 
s = (; ‘,-‘j, 
9 
(17) 
and its domain g(s) as {($), h, , h, E %I,+}. Now we get 
on 
which is dense in Z. Now we find immediately 
i: KlP zzz c (1 + T2)-l/2 0 (1 + ;-y/2 1 ’ (18) 
+I/2 = c (1 + T2P2 0 0 (1 $ T-2)1/2 1 ’ 
l?rJ2 is a bounded operator on 37 and I-l&i2 = o* is an isometry 
from L%? onto the real one particle subspace G@z+!‘) of gh#. On the other 
hand R-llzI = p is an isometry from 2$!‘) onto X and I--l??I is 
a bounded operator on gzil’. Hence we can write, according to 
Eq* (5), 
j = (I(--l/2I)1-1S~(1-1121/2) 
= 
t 
(1 + T2)lj2 
0 (1 + ;-2)L,2j(; yj(” + y2 (1 + &2j 
0 1 
= 1 0’ i 1 (19) 
Remember that we have 9 defined to be the restriction of the isometric 
antilinear involution J to the real one particle subspace 9:” = X. 
To find out what it does to elements in X, we take f E %, . Then 
according to (16) there is an h E X* such that 
by Eq. (19). Similarly for g E ,X2 we find an h E &‘I* , such that 
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g = (-&) and Jg = (-lh) E X11. Using JQ = 9 we get for f E X 1, 
gE*22, 
and 
Jnfg) JQ = s J = r( Jg)Q. -i ^ (20) 
LEMMA 6. Let f E Xl , g E X2 . Then 
Jdf)J = dlh J4dJ = 4uk), (21) 
where Jf E X21 and j, E Xi’, 
Proof. Let A be an arbitrary operator in R(Xr , Xi). Then using 
J” = 1 and JSZ = Q we get 
but JA J E R(Xr , ,X,)’ by Tomita’s theory, thus 
(q( f ), f E XI , is affiliated with R(Xr , Xs)). Thus 
by Eq. (20). We note that r&f) 
Jf E %l, 
is affiliated with R(XzI, X11) for 
and as R(Xzl, X11)’ 3 R(Xr , Xa) by locality, we have 
Adf) c dff )A. Th us we get Jrp( f ) JAQ = v(ff)AQ, and 
J4.f) J P 4% > ,x,)-Q = d&‘) r Wxl, &)Q. (22) 
Take the closure of both sides of (22). The expression on the right- 
hand side gives simply cp(Jf), as R(Xr , SK&J is a core for this 
operator, (show by an explicit estimate that the domain of the closure 
of y(Jf) r R(XI , .&)sZ contains B,, , which is a core for y(ff)). One 
can show that for any selfadjoint operator A, JA J is again selfadjoint. 
Thus the closure of Jq( f ) J r R(Zr , X&Q is a selfadjoint operator, 
namely F( Jf ), and has the-selfadjoint operator Jv( f ) J as an extension. 
Therefore Jdf )J = dJf ), and by the same arguments Jr(g) J = 
+Jg), which proves the lemma. 
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Now let @ = AQ, A E R(XI , .X2), and let f be in XI . Then 
since Je’“‘f’J E R(.X, ) X2)’ by Tomita’s theory. 
as @‘(‘j) E R(XI , X2)‘, by locality. Thus on the dense set R(XI , X$2 
we have 
Jei”(f)J = eimLvpf), 
ff Ex:’ (28) 
and by continuity, Eq. (28) holds on all of 9. The same argument 
shows that for g E S$ , ]eiWQ)J = eiatygg), ]g E X11. This proves 
duality (Theorem 3). 
Let us note for completeness that the operators H, J, and V can be 
calculated with little additional work on all of 9; also A can be given 
explicitly. 
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